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The generation of technology, phones at the age of ten, smartphones three years later,
computers of their own, the current generation is wired for success. A student's dreams are alive
with technology, allowing learning and work to spread cross country. Born into this generation, I
have had the privilege of technology at my fingertips. I have taken advantage of its complexity
never truly understanding all of its elements. Through the years as I would obtain a new piece of
tech I explored, my parents couldn't help me learn the quirks because it was new to them too. I
took those kinds of opportunities to expand my knowledge and help others when they came across
the same problem.
During my senior year of high school, I had to take a class that I had no intention of
participating in or enjoying. Web Design, creating websites for only a semester, I had to take it, so
I took it just to get through the semester and get an extra credit. The first couple of weeks I kept
my first impression of the class, this is boring, is it over yet, oh man its eighth hour, time to go to
my least favorite class. Three weeks in, the teacher adjusted his method of teaching and we began
to code websites.
Organization is key to me, numbers are my friend, and figuring out how things work brings
order to my life. Coding a website has all of those aspects involved and now it is what I want to
do with my future. The Web Design course I was persuaded into taking has now become my
favorite class of the day. It is one of my favorite classes to challenge myself, asking for new
challenges every day, and pushing ahead of the class to see how far I can really take my knowledge.
Web Design is the reason my dream job is to become a Web Software Developer. In this career I
will be able to create visually appealing websites while organizing code, using numbers to get
elements to fit, and learning how certain elements will change a site.
My generation has allowed me to be immersed in technology and fueled my interest in
working with computers. Websites have many elements that make each unique and similar in many
different ways. I want to be the person that created the website catching individual's attention and
making a business successful with just one click. I will be able to use my methodical thinking,
organization, love of numbers, and my will to learn to keep my career going.
Not only will I use this career to help companies in the future but I can use this job to help
people in need. I could create websites that one day can make a difference in people’s lives. I will
also spread my passion for a love of coding and Computer Science to spread it to young individuals
interested as the profession sees very little interest, especially within young women.
Web Design to me has evolved from my lack of interest and care for the complexity to
being forced into one of the most intriguing and challenging classes I have taken. With Web Design

in my future, as a Web Software Development, I am ready to pursue my dreams and challenge
them every day while helping others.
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